Self-operation policy

1) Only trained users are allowed for self-operation. If you are trained, you will be able to reserve the 6pm to 8pm time slot in ilab.

2) ONLY 1 user is allowed for performing self-operation per day per sorter.

3) If you start the self-operation at 6pm, we will set it up for you. If not, we will pull out your template and you will set it up yourself.

4) Even though we QC the machine before we handover the machine to the self-operator, however, we can't guarantee the yield and purify for the self-operation.

5) The core will train the “Point person” for each lab at the cost of $600 in addition to the machine time. The point person will subsequently train the other lab members or successors of the same lab. For repeated/refresher training, a $600 training fee, in addition to the training time, would be charged.

6) The PI will need to read this policy and email to the flow core director with the agreement of the content of this policy.